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SECTION 1 - Additional experimental data 
 
Table S1 | Cavity detuning versus spacer thickness. Different spacer layer thicknesses used in 
this work and the corresponding cavity detuning with respect to the S1 exciton of (6,5) SWCNTs. 
 
 Layer thickness (nm) Cavity detuning 
 AlOx spacer SWCNT (meV) 
Reference 155 33 No 
Cavity 155 33 −62 
 130 19 +95 
 170 19 −61 
 190 19 −63 
 220 19 −112 
 250 19 −262 
 310 19 −428 
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Figure S1 | Single-walled carbon nanotube networks used in LEFETs. a, b, Surface topography 
(tapping mode atomic force microscopy, Dimension Icon Atomic Force Microscope) of the two 
different SWCNT films used in this work. Surface roughness (root mean squared roughness, rms), 
thickness, absorption at S1 transition (ABS @ S1), SWCNT concentration in weight percent (wt%) 
and PL quantum yield (PLQY) are given at the top of each micrograph. Scale bar, 1 µm.  
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Figure S2 | Output characteristics for LEFETs. a, b, Cavity-embedded LEFET in strong 
coupling regime. c, d, Reference LEFET without bottom mirror. The output characteristics for low 
drain voltages are consistent with Ohmic contacts, corroborating low barriers for charge injection 
into the SWCNT layer.  
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Figure S3 | Electrical performance of SWCNT-based LEFETs. a, Linear field-effect mobilities 
(electrons, holes) of LEFETs with a 33 nm thick SWCNT layer (see Figure S1a), with and without 
cavity. b, Linear field-effect mobilities versus cavity detuning for transistors with a smooth 19 nm 
thick SWCNT layer (see Figure S1b). c, Transfer characteristics of a reference LEFET (black) 
compared with a cavity-embedded LEFET (red). The absence of current hysteresis, small on-
voltages of +0.3 V and −1.4 V for electrons and holes, respectively, confirm the high purity of the 
SWCNTs and the low defect-density of the dielectric. On-voltages are determined by the current 
onset at small drain bias (Vd = ±0.5 V). Linear charge carrier mobilities were calculated from the 
transfer characteristics at a drain voltage of Vd = ±0.5 V assuming the gradual channel 
approximation for field-effect transistors and using the measured areal capacitance of C = 100-
150 nF cm−2. No significant effect of the cavity and the strong coupling regime on the charge 
carrier mobility was observed.  
(Note, these LEFETs were not optimized for fast switching; their geometry, gate capacitance and 
transconductance should lead to moderate cut-off frequencies of about 10 kHz.) 
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Figure S4 | Exciton-polaritons in cavity-embedded LEFETs (TM polarization). a, Angular 
reflectivity of the channel area in a cavity-embedded LEFET (channel length, L = 5 µm) with a 
dense (6,5) SWCNT layer. The dispersionless black solid line indicates the exciton (X) and the 
parabolic black line the cavity mode (CM). Strong exciton-photon coupling leads to the formation 
of a UP and LP mode (white dashed lines). These modes are fitted with the coupled oscillator 
model revealing a Rabi splitting (ħΩ) of 133 meV with a cavity detuning (∆) of −63 meV. b, Angle 
and spectrally resolved photoluminescence under optical excitation (640-nm cw-laser). c, Angle 
and spectrally resolved EL observed from the center of the channel at a current density of 
600 A cm−2 (Vd = −10 V and Vg = −5.1 V). d, Angle-dependent photon and exciton fraction of the 
UP (top) and LP (bottom) as calculated by the coupled oscillator model.  
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Figure S5 | Reference measurements for a cavity without SWCNTs. a,b, Data for TE and TM 
polarization. Fits to the parabolic cavity modes yield a cavity mode energy of E0 = 1.248 eV and 
effective refractive indices of neffTE = 1.96 and neffTM = 2.53. The cavity has a HWHM of 22 meV, 
which corresponds to a quality factor (Q) of ~ 28. c, PL spectrum (black line) of a rough SWCNT 
layer (59 wt%) on glass under 575-nm laser excitation. The EL spectrum (red line) of a reference 
LEFET without a bottom mirror shows significant trion emission and energy transfer toward 
smaller bandgap SWCNT impurities. 
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Figure S6 | LP occupancy of electrically pumped polaritons. The intensity distribution of the 
detected EL along the LP emission, divided by the photon fraction at a given energy, is proportional 
to the occupancy of the LP. The data were fitted with a Boltzmann distribution for the intensity, 
 exp ቀ ୼ா௞ా்ቁ with Δܧ being the energy difference and ݇୆ the Boltzmann constant, resulting in the 
effective polariton temperature ܶ, here 407 K for the data in Figure 2c (SWCNT thickness, 33 nm) 
and 808 K for the data in Figure 3c (SWCNT thickness, 19 nm). The Boltzmann-like distribution 
indicates the thermalization of polaritons. 
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Figure S7 | Tuning exciton-polaritons in cavity-embedded LEFETs. Angular reflectivity of the 
channel area in cavity-embedded LEFETs (left) and EL (right) for different spacer layer 
thicknesses and thus detuning values Δ from +95 meV to −428 meV (see also Table S1) .  
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Figure S8 | Polariton relaxation for different SWCNT-densities. a, Angular reflectivity and b, 
fractions of the LP for the channel area in cavity-embedded LEFETs (left) and an optical 
microcavity as in Ref. 1 (right). The LEFET cavity has a 20 nm thick dense (39 wt%) SWCNT 
film sandwiched between spacer layers whereas the microcavity from Ref. 1 contains a 
homogeneous 250 nm thick polymer film with low SWCNT concentration (0.5 wt%). The 
polaritonic properties are almost identical for both devices (Rabi splitting 51 meV/54 meV and 
detuning −63 meV/−70 meV). However, at lower SWCNT density (right) a clear bottleneck effect 
is observed for polariton relaxation while the cavity with higher SWCNT density (left) shows more 
efficient/faster polariton relaxation as shown in Figure 4a. 
 
1. Graf, A.; Tropf, L.; Zakharko, Y.; Zaumseil, J.; Gather, M. C., Near-infrared exciton-polaritons 
in strongly coupled single-walled carbon nanotube microcavities.  Nat. Comm. 7, 13078 (2016).  
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Figure S9 | Polariton emission upon charge accumulation. a to e, Angular PL for the four gate 
voltages corresponding to the reflectivity data shown in Figure 5b. In addition to reducing the 
oscillator strength and Rabi splitting (see Fig. 5b), the accumulation of holes leads to less efficient 
polariton relaxation, presumably due to the lower excitonic fraction of the LP at small angles.   
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SECTION 2 - Estimation of polariton density & ground state occupancy 
Estimation of polariton density. We estimate that in our LEFET microcavity the exciton reservoir 
is pumped at a rate P of ~1027 cm−3 s−1 at the highest current density we use in this study (see Fig. 
4b). In order to estimate the resulting polariton density in the LP, we use the rate equation approach.  
First, the exciton density in the reservoir ݊ୖ is given by 
ௗ௡౎
ௗ௧ = ߟܲ −
௡౎
ఛ౪౞౛౨ౣ −
௡౎
ఛ౤౨ .   (1) 
The non-radiative exciton lifetime ߬୬୰ (15 ps) is calculated from the PLQY (0.3 %, see Fig. S1b) 
and the radiative lifetime (approx. 5 ns, see Ref. 1). Our cavity-embedded LEFETs do not show a 
relaxation bottleneck (see Fig. 4a), hence for a conservative estimate we can assume that the upper 
limit of the relaxation time into the LP (߬୲୦ୣ୰୫) corresponds to the polariton lifetime (~20 fs, 
estimated from the FWHM). In addition, to account for the difference in EQE in the LEFET 
compared to the PLQY of the SWCNTs thin film, we introduce an internal conversion factor ߟ 
(from the data in Fig. 3a we estimate ߟ = 0.01).  
The polariton density ݊୐୔ in the LP is described by 
ௗ௡ైౌ
ௗ௧ =
௡౎
ఛ౪౞౛౨ౣ − ߙ
௡ైౌ
ఛౙ౗౬ − ߚ
௡ైౌ
ఛ౤౨  .   (2) 
Here, the photon lifetime in the cavity ߬ୡୟ୴ is determined by its quality factor Q.  The mixed light-
matter character of the LP is incorporated by using its photonic fraction α and excitonic fraction β. 
Additional losses from trion absorption by charged SWCNTs can be neglected because their 
oscillator strength is small.2 This notion is supported by the small roll-off at high current densities 
in our LEFETs (see Fig. 3a). Assuming quasi steady-state conditions (݀݊ ݀ݐൗ ≈ 0), these equations 
allow us to estimate the polariton density in the LP (݊୐୔) as  
݊୐୔ = ఎ௉ఛ౪౞౛౨ౣ ቀ
ఈ
ఛౙ౗౬ +
ఉ
ఛ౤౨ቁ
ିଵ ቀ ଵఛ౪౞౛౨ౣ +
ଵ
ఛ౤౨ቁ
ିଵ  , (3) 
which in our LEFET-cavity is ~3.6∙1011 cm−3 for the electrical driving conditions used in this study.  
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Estimation of the ground state occupancy. For the determination of the mean ground state 
occupancy 〈݊୩ୀ଴〉 we use the following estimate. In a single emission site within a diameter ܦ of 
1 µm (Fig. 1d) and a 5 nm depth w, we can estimate the number of polaritons to be 
୐ܰ୔ = ݊୐୔ ݓ πܦ²/4 .    (4) 
Considering the occupancy at k = 0, we introduce a factor accounting for the fraction of polaritons 
emitting within ±1° (i.e., our detection resolution) compared to the detected ±50° by integration of 
the photon fraction corrected intensity along the LP. For the cavity shown in Figure 4b, this factor 
is found to be 0.03 and allows us to estimate the total number of polaritons within ±1° to be 
0.032 ୐ܰ୔. In order to estimate the ground state occupancy we reach in our devices, we then 
calculate the number of transverse states as:3 
ܯ = ଵଶ
గ஽²/ସ
ସగమ ߨሺ݇଴Δߠሻଶ  ,  (5) 
with the wave number ݇଴ and Δߠ = 0.0175 as the detection half angle. The mean ground state 
occupation is then given by: 
〈݊୩ୀ଴〉  = ேైౌெ   .   (6) 
For our metal-clad LEFET microcavity we reach an occupancy 〈݊୩ୀ଴〉 of 0.004.  
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SECTION 3 - Toward polariton condensation and non-linear interactions 
Considering the relevant loss and relaxation rates, we estimate the polariton density in the LP to be 
~3.6∙1011 cm−3 for our devices when operated at the current densities used in this work (see 
Section 2). By calculating the number of polaritons in a single emission site and the corresponding 
number of states in the ground state of the LP,3 we find a mean polariton occupation of 0.004 per 
mode at k = 0 (see Section 2). Previously, a critical polariton density of ~1013 cm−3 was reported 
for polariton condensation in an optically pumped microcavity with a 120 nm thick layer of an 
organic emitter in the thermodynamic limit.4 Given the thickness of the active layer in LEFETs 
(~5 nm) this value would translate into ~1014 cm−3 for our devices. In order to achieve these 
densities with cavity-embedded SWCNT LEFETs under electrical pumping and thus to obtain 
electrically driven polariton lasing, the polariton lifetime in our devices needs to be increased 
substantially. This can be accomplished by replacing the metal mirrors with highly reflective 
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) mirrors. Integrating DBRs as bottom and top mirrors into an 
LEFET structure should be less challenging than for other device geometries because in an LEFET 
the cavity is spatially separated from the charge injecting electrodes and the charge transport layer 
and can thus be optimized independently. Using this concept the quality factor of our cavity could 
be increased to 1000, which would boost the polariton density in the LP to ~1.3∙1013 cm−3. In such 
a cavity the mean occupancy at k = 0 would rise to 0.15. Furthermore, by using aligned SWCNT 
films5 and a double-gated architecture6 the pumping rate could be readily increased by an order of 
magnitude, thus yielding the desired polariton density of 1014 cm−3 and reaching an occupancy 
larger than unity and the polariton lasing threshold. 
 
Nonlinear polariton interactions based on the excitonic component of the polaritons rely on 
interacting excitons. Spatial overlap of the excitons is present if the Mott density, given by aB−3 
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where aB is the Bohr radius, in our SWCNT films is reached. In our case (aB for SWCNTs is 
~10 nm, Ref. 7) this corresponds to 1018 cm−3. Due to the high exciton diffusion length in SWCNTs, 
exciton interactions will be present at around 1015 cm−3. In our devices we reach a polariton density 
of ~3.6∙1011 cm−3, which is well below the pure exciton Mott transition and possible exciton-
exciton interaction based on exciton diffusion.  This explains why we do not observe nonlinear 
interactions in our devices. As elaborated above, in an improved microcavity-LEFET polariton 
densities of 1014 cm−3 are readily achievable. In this regime, nonlinear interactions might be present 
for hybrid exciton-polaritons. 
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